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Jeopardies in Human Security and Politicization of COVID-19 

Abstract 

Background: The systematic review is conducted during the COVID-19 lockdown measures of PRC with a history 

& continuation of nuclear proliferation, current electronic warfare, metallic pollution from military heavy industry, 

and actinic radiation pollutants from chip production. Apart from the biomedical harm sources, the purposes behind 

the source productions such as chips have been the sources of psychological tortures in neuro-cognitive warfare. The 

systemic review adopted a human security paradigm during the Nov. 24, 2022 public responses to the fire in 

Xinjiang in preventing the online responses from being subsumed by such operations with cognitive-affective 

psychology in a low-resource context. 

Methodology: The systematic review adopted meta-analysis on bias-to-error factors contributed by the 

environmental determinators in the phenomenologies of PRC’s public health policies contrary to the declared 

results. Due to the simultaneity of psychological practice in preventing torture and biomedical ethics, a meta-ethic 

analytic review is conducted and dissected the power politicization of COVID-19 to the measurements ought to be 

carried out currently. A representative case is included with informed consent of the patient, which also gives an 

overview of tortures happened to the governmental officials and bureaucracies. 

Results: PRC must cease and desist the human trafficking methods in quarantine measurements, which also 

contribute to the psychological and actual tortures. With current clinical preparedness, Omicron variant has given an 

opportunity for herd immunity against SARS-CoV-2. The environmental factors in PRC substantially undermine the 

referential values of biomedical data in international settings, and if applicable, biomedical products export in the 

global supply chain. Genetic technologies based on applied research in telomerase must have thorough assessments 

in their impacts on telomeres consumption. Renormalization from and further research into nuclear proliferation and 

environmental determinants is the only way to improve public health. 

Keywords: Omicron, herd immunity, medical ethics, meta-ethics, proliferation, regional public health, human 

rights, right to health 
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BACKGROUND 

The World Health Organization (WHO) categorized five determinants of health, i.e. social, 
economic, and physical environment in exterior factors and individual characteristics & behaviors in 
internal factors [1]. In minimizing the irreversible long-term impacts to the exterior factors in the 
commons for the protection of people’s right to health and freedom from disease, [2] defined the negative 
duty for the duty-bearers as “not to deprive the right-holder of access” to such intrinsic rights, and the 
transgression to such rights started with trespassing the negative duty by the supposedly duty-bearers. 
Militarism regimes’ breaches to their negative duties in public health often accompany with a false 
positive claim of duty fulfillment, replacing the rights in question into a different concept for political 
negotiation, resulting with further suffrage for the right-holders and more severe transgressions thereto in 



an “all-encompassing way” by resource calculations to the trespassers’ ends. The severity of the 
environmental determinators’ derogation [3] can be seen in the propulsion footage of Shenzhou-15 launch 
seen in figure 1 [4], where the rocket protective paint material reacted in mini-fission with actinic 
radiation pollutants due to high momentum proton [5], contrasted with propulsion-enacted pollutant 
fusion with unutilized energy source, and the energy source’s inevitable pollution discharge. 

The outbreak of SARS-CoV-2 [6] started in the timing of Sino-America Trade War status quo in the 
supposedly transitional economy in PRC after a dictatorial downshift with constitutional change, whereby 
the territorial monopoly grips tried to suppress the initial information and obstructed the prime response 
time [7], for an oligarchic equilibrium distributed by currency controls in the global economy before the 
effects spread worldwide [8]. The dictatorial groups’ politicization of COVID-19 upon the military-
affi l iated bottom-up responses [7] 
strategized in pushing for expanding its 
individually targetable mass surveillance 
system used in Xi Jinping's coup d’état [9], 
and the public health administration 
entities in PRC does not have access to 
integrated hospital database [10]. A 
frontline medicare’s account of experience 
has been deleted by the PRC cyber 
operations after its initial appearance on 
“Headlines Today”, whereby they were 
asked to trace the population contact 
histories through the police surveillance 
systems in the s tead of methods 
comfortable to medical ethics. 

Obstructed by the complexities of 
power dynamics and interests, a mixed 
methodology between psychological health 
sampling from the mass neuro-cognitive 
warfare [11] and biochemical security 
identification in human security has been 
adopted, inspired by the Cognitive-
Affective-Behavioral model in low-
resource context without behavioral 
intervention in respect of the patients’ 
autonomy [12,13]. A representative case 
from psychotherapy is presented on the 
psychological torture from a massacre and 
is demonstrative of the mass psychological 
behaviors. The patient despondently 
preserved the information on the Nov. 24th 
Fire in Xinjiang under the traumatic 
responses from the details in 2009 [14]. 
The systematic review dissects public 
health from politicization agendas with the 
scientific basis of public health, whereby 
cases of legal concerns appeared that secret 
personnels were dressed in medicare 
uniforms or undercover in residential 
management committees [15] and confined 
state authorities, such as a former Highest 
Court official who advocated for judicial 
independence and is working on ensuring 
human rights being respected in the 

Figure 1 Organized screenshot from the Shenzhou-15 

propulsion footage. [4]



politicized “pandemic responses” with mass phenomena of torture on the civil society and minors. 
Considering the sources of mass atrocity post hoc to proliferation and contamination of outer space 

thermonuclear environment [16], meta-ethical principles in international laws have been adopted. 
Experimental trials for cosmological environmental determinator research have been preregistered for 
remedies for the future generation’s anticipations [17]. Preliminarily, the systematic review answers the 
following questions: 1) how the historic proliferation and actinic radiation from chip production [18] can 
affect the statistical validities of the quarantine measures; 2) why the current quarantine is unscientific for 
medical research in statistical validities for disease prevention; 3) why runs on medical resources happen 
in mainland China without contribution by Omicron and other variants [19]; 4) why the current PRC 
governmental statistics on SARS-CoV-2 are exacerbated; 5) why removing quarantine mandates is 
integral to the alleviation from fundamental human rights transgressions in mainland China. 

METHODOLOGY 

Red Scare in Xinjiang 

With knowledge on the patient’s prior trainings in physical acting with “liberating nature” training, 
text-based social theater cue was applied for hypnotic emotional swap from attachment on video footage 
to rational expressions. The cognitive-affective approach is dependent on my previous positive 
collaboration experiences in professional settings with the patient for about three months in a film crew, 
and the functional memories of working experience in reporting was adapted to the specific settings in 
reality analysis of the patient’s rationality, after the patient responded to my request on sending me the 
footage saved from WeChat sources before the deletion by PRC authorities. The cognitive-affective 
therapy was intuitively implemented from the patient’s expression of hopelessness on one specific 
sarcasm on fundamental human rights made publicly by a Foreign Ministry Spokesperson [14]. The 
source event contributing to the patient’s behaviors and rumination is reorganized as follows. 

In 2009 there was a mass massacre in Xinjiang, and the United Nations Peacekeeping Force nearly 
entered that region. In order to prevent information on the true situations coming out from the region, the 
Chinese government cut off internet access from that region for half a year. The PRC central government 
ordered troops to Xinjiang for brutal massacre on protestors of the ethnic minorities, for an operation of 
“caught on camera so that oppression can be justified”. The killing lasted for one hour until the police 
arrived, and the gunned police were ordered not to intervene. Many police had psychological breakdowns 
afterwards from witnessing the scenes and being forbidden to act according to human conscience, and the 
police were heavily trained to “obey the Communist Party of China (CPC) for the absolute righteousness 
of the latter”. The patient knew the truth but due to the extreme pressures of truth-burying operations and 
mass media false narratives, living in a media environment of lies with the truths bearing in mind caused 
the patient’s feeling of brokenness and self-doubt. Even for the local Xinjiang officials after the massacre, 
they became fear of governing in the nominally self-governing region. As long as no similar incidents are 
about to recur, the local officials tend to comply with the CPC central government for the Red Scare 
effect. 

In my psychotherapeutic treatment, I noticed the patient’s behavioral tendencies of discreetness with 
information, and I gave an affirming cue that “the contexts are the same”. The patient expressed the 
triggering mechanism on the sense of horrors with the Chinese Foreign Ministry Spokesperson Hua’s 
account after the incident that “if the Americans go to see the Uighur people in Xinjiang, they would be 
envious of their happiness”, and this triggered a near mental and emotion breakdown of the patient. The 
patient followed my direction of emotional outlet of anger from the psychoanalytic model [20], and the 
patient’s expressed on the particular incident similar to the operational modes of the 1989 Tiananmen 
Square massacre. I affirmed the patient’s sense of realities by similar events, including Mao Zedong’s 
massacres where a whole village were killed including infants. I encouraged the patient’s rational analysis 
on the events and not to be intruded by authoritarian narratives of police or military, whereby especially 
for military personnels in PRC, their lives are hedged against the lives of the people they are ordered to 
kill. I gave a halt to the distinction between what is human nature and what is not. The patient affirmed 
my psychoanalysis and expressed that their local officials have been under tortured pressure testing with 
fear, and I requested the patient to remember the truths instead of otherwise. I encouraged the patient 



recovering the senses of distinguishing the truths from falsehood, and offered some of my insights from 
my other research activities. For knowing my limitations and the limitations of remote healing, I eased out 
from the therapeutic section when the patient acknowledged the senses of reality to mentally block the 
false narratives from intrusion. 

The patient’s reactive behaviors to the saving of information may have been influenced by prior 
working experiences, where the patient assisted my editing works of saving and sorting through footages, 
and comparing the footages’ information contents from the director’s intentions and the actual scenes the 
director designed and carried out in action. The specific media psychology technique has also been my 
own method of psychological health maintenance under the common circumstantial sociopolitical 
environment [21], where the military and police personnels have more demanding needs for the 
humanities to be acknowledged instead of the designed isolation and thought control [11]. In my causal 
social interactions in these circumstances, I often reacted with principles according to the Geneva 
Conventions and Universal Declarations of 
Human Rights with them, so that their human 
dignities can be aligned with their senses of 
professional identity. 

November 24, 2022 Fire in Xinjiang 

The triggering event is not a singles case 
phenomenon in the mandated quarantines. 
Similar events include a 3-year old child’s life 
spent in quarantine and lost by CO intoxication 
where the residential areas’ strict obstruction on 
the parents’ leaving the area even with the other 
residents’ pleas, 15 to 18-year olds being 
camped in -10 oC being denied with heated 
blanket with one being raped, recent vaccine 
mandates forced on the elderly, and many more 
with forced enters and physical violence. 
Among the 10 deaths in the fire in Xinjiang, 
three children were locked at home without 
parents with the youngest at 5, and another 
whole family demised in the fire. Figure 2 
shows the deidentified witness’s WeChat friend 
zone on the details of their lives before and 
upon the incident. 

The direct cause of deaths in the fire was 
the consistent quarantine measurements of 
illegally restricting the residents’ civil freedoms 
and, for many other cases, locking the residents 
in their homes from the outside. For the specific 
case, the entrances to the residential areas have 
all been blocked by metal barriers, including the 
building entrances. The fire extinguishing 
automobile was not able to get near enough to 
the fire sources from the ground pumps while 
efforts of breaking the barriers were under way. 
The fire lasted four hours and for the first three 
hours the firefighters were not even able to get 
inside of the residential area. 

The detestations erupted with the 
government’s media operations. Before the fire, 
Canadian Chinese pop singer Kris Wu was Figure 2 The victim / witness’ accusations.



imprisoned by the Chinese authorities for sexual misconduct allegations, where within a half-hour time 
frame, all major state-controlled media pushed the same news on the imprisonment sentence with large 
amounts of financial deprivation. Later in the fire with online exchanges of information, mass deletion 

Figure 3 The reversed narratives by PRC Foreign Ministry Spokesperson on population opinions and wills in 

governmental satisfaction outlet by Xinhua News.



was accompanied with governmental voices accusing the victims that “the doors were open and they did 
not know to go out” and “the photos of buildings being locked were photoshopped maliciously”. This 
further enraged the people and three lines of events started: 1) local residents went to the streets for 
protest, and in one footage gunshots were heard, 2) subsequent parades started in mourn of the deaths 
where suppressions further enraged and encouraged other peaceful assemblies, and 3) people online 
started to share evidences kept on the brutal and violent conducts in the quarantine measurements. 

In the conducts in Beijing Changping, a CPC member with the community management personnels 
exchanged notes on how to deal with people who are unwilling to be quarantined: 1) give them false 
accusations and intimidate them with whatever statutory laws that can be applied; 2) attack and / or utilize 
their psychological weak spots, such as children for parents and family members; 3) illegal imprisonment 
by force, and etc. From the video, people found 
previous authoritative news sources’ report on the 
person, who swore as a CPC member “being inspired 
to serve the people good with confidence and 
ambitions”. During the online activities, the 
authoritative government media Xinhua News pushed 
for one passive aggressive message of Xi Jinping 
condoling the earthquake in Solomon Islands, further 
making the top-down context a power show, seen in 
f i g u r e 3 . I n t h e v i d e o 
“4b1eef45883fc7da65c53a0709efc2.MP4” of the press 
release of Information Office of Beijing Municipality, 
the officials reported to empty seats counting for 
informed consent on their quarantine works on the next 
day. The politicization of quarantine measurements for 
implementing individually targetable mass surveillance 
system with health codes were also expressed by the 
people online [22,14]. 

The mass psychological process in the 
information exchanges resembles to finding external 
validations for their inherent senses of realities and 
perceptions, contributed by the state-and-party-
sponsored media operations of censorship and false 
narratives, including intimidations from the mass 
atrocities. With Iran’s protests in the World Cup, 
specific violent police murder case of which has not 
been unfamiliar to the Chinese public, the authorities 
ordered the media professionals not giving closeup 
shots in live broadcasting in the following events. The 
information on the media operations acknowledged the 
people’s own perceptions instead of media designs, 
including analogies on the framed murders of the 
Falungong members on the Tiananmen Square. This 
has made the digital social media an academic 
exchange platform, including some posts on specific 
Nucleic Acid PCR Test companies’ registration 
activities, where forced quarantine shortly follows the 
companies’ registration places and the companies were 
attributed to the same person with nested interests. 
These contradict with anticorruption campaigns of Xi 
Jinping’s. In the subjective notes on the continued 
cyber monitoring on me [14], further cases started to 
reveal the topological operations of the WeChat 
platform in power-spatial operations, where a person’s 

Figure 4 Peer group communicating support 

methods in preventing tortures and abuses after 

being kidnapped to the police station.



friend zone posts from Hong Kong were separated from being seen by some people but not others without 
the person’s knowledge [7,22]. Protests continued the days followed, including students around the 
country. Passive-aggressive threats to the students of Tsinghua University also appeared on Netease News 
in sending the students back to their hometown [23], along with Xi Jinping’s “welcoming, seriously 
studying and absorbing the good-intentioned criticisms online” [24]. The distortion of public moral 
compass through a combination of power actions and reverted media messages has been key to Xi 
Jinping’s coup d’état in the previous anti-corruption rhetorics and setting-ups of new institutions for his 
power base [9,7,16]. A former military personnel expressed to me that for the students whose academic 
careers have been impacted by the protests, they can apply for asylum later when returned to safety. 
Absurd behaviors by the government were also noticed by the people online that in Shanghai on a road 
named after Wulumuqi where the fire took place and road of which people in Shanghai mourned over the 
loss of lives in the fire, the road’s sign was ordered to be removed and carried out like corpses by the 
workers. The behavior in another sense also eased some of the mass psychological traumas in getting out 
to the streets from the histories that every violent suppression followed by the last night’s fire fighter 
departments’ washing the blood away from the roads and pretend nothing had happened in the next day. 
On November 28, 2022, an undergraduate classmate’s friend is reported to be kidnapped to the police 
station seen in figure 4, a musician who placed the first flower there, whose action influenced other 
people doing so in respect of lives lost, and the police locked the flower scenes down before the musician 
was taken into custody. Psychotherapeutic healing in moral psychology often happens in music, and 
enforced music in the People’s Liberation Army linking the militaries’ moral senses to dictators has been 
a routine practice. 

Questions of Science in the Quarantine Measurements 

With the prerequisite of proliferation issues in regions such as Beijing and Chongqing in mainland 
China [3], not only DNA damages can directly result from them, further associated erosions to the 
evidence-based determinants of health can collapse the institutional determinants of health, including 
characteristics and behavioral changes resulted from mental & psychological health transgressions [1]. 
The WHO discretely recommended “enhancing surveillance and sequencing of cases” [25], emphasizing 
on the epidemiological case sequencing and not the surveillance infringing the fundamental human rights 
of the people, and the recommendations for the people are social distancing. With the frontline voices on 
the ethically unacceptable experience using state-sponsored mass surveillance system for stalking 
behaviors on the civilians with Nucleic Acid PCR Tests, public health administration in mainland China 
was put into question [10]. With statistical evidence, Dr. Ning from Harvard University compared the in-
hospital death rate in mainland China to the population death rate, and the in-hospital SARS-CoV-2 death 
rate is 6% lower in probabilities from the increasing total death rate in mainland China from 2016 to 2020 
[19]. Ning inferred from experience that 1) “Omicron does not increase death rate”, corroborating with 
[26] that “there is a reduced risk of hospitalization for Omicron compared to the Delta variant”; 2) “in-
hospital conditions are good for COVID-19 infected patients”; 3) “there are statistical errors in CDC’s 
infected and death population”; 4) “unstable statistics”. [19] noted that “the rate of death for people 
infected by COVID-19 is lower than non-COVID-19 infections”, and hospital resource runs are caused by 
concentration of infectious department in-hospitalization due to the quarantine measurements. In other 
words, eugenics policies are present in the quarantine measurements. 

From the perspective of good-intentioned criticism, deuterium catalysis in water oxidization disrupts 
with pH values in unsalted water resources [27] and pose RNA mutation risks in urban and agricultural 
water supplies. For the liquid’s relative heavier mass than water, its penetration to ground water 
contamination through soils & rocks not only affect the precipitation cycles of water atmospherization, 
but also contaminates the natural food and water resources with their sustainable potentials locally and 
regionally. With direct threat to public health, water contamination’s direct impacts on the first sector of 
economy further derogate access to healthcare in the third sector by affordability. Albeit professional 
ethics in the medical sciences prevent total dysfunction for case-by-case necessities, growing demands in 
pharmaceutical solutions deteriorate the third sector’s capacities in disease preventions, derogating the 
frontline professionals’ capacities in fundamental research and their positive professional ethics. Such 



bureaucratic obstructions were prominently revealed by the Chinese police’s admonition on the whistle-
blower’s dissimilation of public health information and decisions in obstructing the WHO in issuing 
global public health emergency [7]. The water oxidization from deuterium catalysis impacts on the 
production phase in pH values of the Nucleic Acid PCR Tests with the other bias factor from the 
residents’ drinking water supplies’ impact in the circulatory systems with the Cycle Threshold [28]. 

From the other perspective, quarantine decision-making has been based on the realtime signal 
surveillance data from the telecommunication individually targetable mass surveillance system [7] and the 
realtime movements of population labelled by the “health codes” and calculated probabilities in social 
contact distances and histories. This is corroborated with a truck driver’s experience of being stopped on 
the highway by passing through a signal area with red codes and starved for two days before being helped 
by a pal nearby acquainted online. The essence of the conducts constitute human trafficking on a 
population scale, explaining the state-sponsored chip productions for smartphones [18] with mandated 
association of telephone numbers with resident cards [29], and the “precision testing sites” by company 
registration. This specific “policy” has also been contributing to the public fears on the media operations 
of the regime both for privacy intrusion and retribution behaviors from the regime government, including 
forced quarantine on people with COVID-19 negative results following the parades. This evidences that 
the subjective intentions of quarantine in mainland China have not been out of public health necessities, 
but the subjective behaviors of the decision-making groups. From the real medical professionals’ 
preparedness in treating SARS-CoV-2 and the mild symptoms of the Omicron variant with the same 
infection capacities, it is plausible to infer that Omicron is an opportunity for herd immunity policies in 
the disease-specific situations [23]. Further capacities of the public health system need to be put in 
predictive research in environmental determinators of RNA mutation risks in proliferated regions. 

Issues of Genetic Sequencing Biases 

Without specification on the biochemical processes of fusible consumption in duplication cycles 
over one’s lifetime, [30] explored the sister-half DNA’s chromosome 9 with X-ray induced rearrangement 
in meiotic anaphase in telophase nucleus finite multiplication in breakage-fusion-bridge-breakage 
mechanism in the female and with endosperm, whereby healing processes are most prominent in embryos 
and with plant tissues in the nuclear cycles. Telomeres’ shortening over one’s lifespan has been associated 
with oxidative stress and carcinogenesis, and telomerase enzyme serves for telomeres maintenance in 
young cells and biochemical engineering targeting for cancer therapy designing [31]. Albeit researches in 
bypassing the end-replication problem started in the 1970s, telomere capping in telomere fusions’ 
protective functions during mitosis is still the experimentally established paradigm in discrete clinical 
theorization, whereby loss of subtelomeric DNA methylation during telomere position effect in repressive 
histone modifications and heterochromatin protein 1 binding may result in telomere length increase with 
more detailed pathway studies in progress [32]. Based on quantitative biochemical proliferation [33], 
qualitative therapeutic targeting in regenerative medicine and cancer treatment from human reverse 
transcriptase telomerase (hTERT) has been explored [34]. 

[35] specified the loop-mediated isothermal amplification method, coupled with reverse transcription 
(RT-LAMP), in genetic engineering with samples from medical surveys, along with other unconventional 
methods. Strand displacement used in the detection methods are genetic-specific with respective targeting 
mechanisms in individual cases. Bias factors for amplified products exist in “accumulation of DNA 
changes, pH levels, or by changes in turbidity as magnesium pyrophosphate level increases” and “Calcein 
fluorescent dye or fluorescent intercalating dye” [35]. Due to proliferation in mainland China, including 
electronic warfare’s impact on individual biochemical processes with statistical differences [3], only 
Calcein fluorescent dye or fluorescent intercalating dye have less bias factors to Nucleic Acid PCR Tests. 
Furthermore, due to the genome methods involved, the values of the Nucleic Acid PCR Tests’ original 
data lie more with the evidence for proliferation harms distributed across population than the positive or 
negative results on SARS-CoV-2 antibody and / or antigen, and these original data have strict access 
authoritarian administrations [10]. If using the genome sequencing method [35] in the population 
statistically exposed to proliferation and other pollutants, and if vaccine production and standardization on 
the targeting designs used the metagenomic and / or pathogen RNA/DNA specific binding approaches, 
the bias factors further increase by strand displacement involved with relation to the recombinase 



polymerase amplification process, not accounting for the liquid sources used in the culture dishes in the 
laboratories. Therefore, the environmental factors have far surpassed the genetic sequencing priorities in 
mainland China. Such imminent necessities also contribute to other genetic-level production designs on 
biomedical productions originated therein. If export exists, including statistical reports in genetic 
sequencing references, further biomedical disasters can happen with vaccine mandates [8]. 

Qualitative Error Factors in Outpatient Spatial Trafficking  

It can be seen above-analyzed, that the human trafficking underlying the “health code” of PRC is not 
from the statistical vantage point from hospital inpatient. The term outpatient in the spatial trafficking 
analysis is also used in a loose sense, indicating to the forced quarantines and hospitalization. Without the 
inpatient vantage point data, epidemiological research on the epidemic distribution cannot be truly carried 
out and effectively feedback to the hospital managements in resource optimization according to 
circumstances. For the airborne RNAs, pollutions in the air further serves as culture dishes for carrying 
epidemic sources, and the factors of electronic warfare further increases the flux densities for the spread 
of live viruses.With proliferation and effects from deuterium catalysis, sedimentation of epidemic sources 
further increase their water borne capacities. This corroborates with [6] that “high transmissibility of the 
virus (occurs) during mild disease or the asymptomatic period”. Further researches on the RNAs’ 
miniature biochemical activities are needed, or a through environmental report for determining what sorts 
of RNAs thrive with the environmental determinators. Collective spatial trafficking only traces the social 
contacts of the population, but not the detailed epidemiological traces. Therefore, the utmost referential 
method’s economic wastes further impact the real economy from social and economic mobility issues. 
Moreover, collective PCR tests increase the probabilities in airborne contagious activities and residential 
lockdowns do not take waterborne capacities into consideration, especially sewage pipelines. 

In areas where proliferation and electronic warfares are not the issues, spatial models of climate 
change and even cosmic changes may be beneficial for long-term environmental anticipations [36], such 
as a preliminary proton decay theoretical hypothesis [17]. Changes in environmental plasmas can directly 
exert statistical DNA damage to the individuals, and RNA [in]activities in the environmental 
determinators. A cosmological projection is that the accumulative effects for environmental factors can 
further increase the statistical weighs in probabilities for DNA damages in humans and mutations in 
human biochemistry and molecular pathological epidemiology. Any methods of such modeling do not 
require human trafficking. For the complexities of environmental determinators in local and regional 
settings, spatial statistics can never replace the localities of clinical trials, not accounting for the 
individual histories in environmental exposures and physiological developments. This means that in the 
vaccine research and production chains in the supply side, environmental factors must be accounted for 
with the globalized production and finance systems. From the functional analysis, the current “outpatient” 
spatial trafficking is evidenced to be non-medical purposed, and the purpose analysis follows a 
psychopathological trail. Note exchanges with a professional lawyer took place on WeChat friend zone, 
on “who do not want to be infected the most by the SARS-CoV-2 with the power to exclude all other 
threats?". It is by such wants the gross human rights transgressions have taken place in PRC by the 
disguise of COVID-19 responses. Such ordered actions have also been the contributing factor to the 
current mass psychological behaviors in the PRC regions, including bounties for bringing people in in the 
quarantines. 

RESULTS 

Nonproliferation is the ethical mandate in the negative duty for the duty-bearers in not transgressing 
the people’s right to health, while arms control prevents further deteriorations in human rights 
transgressions, and decreases the major sources’ impact on climate change. In order to exercise positive 
duties on the right to health, disarmament will still be a necessity for the maintenance costs in public 
health with nuclear and chemical weaponry, especially considering the RNA mutation capacities. Besides 
impacts to public health and human rights, electronic warfare catalyzes climate change by mass release of 
electrolytes to military and industrial airborne pollution. Pollutants travel with alkaline in proliferated 
areas, furthering airborne disease dispersion capacities along with particulate matters, yet economic 



compartmentalization and political judicialization restrict people’s freedom and ability to move [37]. With 
the power greed behind the contract breaking of necessary negative duty, the bottom-lines ought not to be 
trespassed further. 

Post facto to emergent vaccine requisitioning, the genetic sequencing and DNA loads in vaccination 
and genetic engineering need to be further studied before human trials, both on generalizable and non-
generalizable accounts of researches, with the latter more focused on regionally specific settings. 
Cautions must be exercised with the hTERT and RT-LAMP methods in biochemical and biomedical 
engineering for the concerns in developmental effects in genetic engineering and treatments. The public 
awakening on the COVID-19 pandemic politicization is a positive mass psychological recovery, even 
though Red Scare still exists and persists in the Chinese society striving to counteract political stigmas. 
Elements of crime against humanity exist in the politicization of COVID-19, and the negative effects have 
proliferated to the global realm. The latter is contributed by the power assertions in the United Nations 
system from an absolute power’s psychological processes in ordering actions and making decisions. 

Removing quarantine mandates is preliminary to comply to the Declaration of Tokyo, and cautions 
need to be exercised in proliferated regions for RNA mutation rates and variants, which may surpass the 
herd immunity processes offered by the Omicron variant. Humanitarian actions are required for 
aforementioned regions such as in some villages in Beijing, according to a source who prefer our 
conversation to be kept confidential and only to my knowledge. The PRC governmental statistics of 
SARS-CoV-2 are human trafficking statistics and not outpatient statistics. The “realtime” statistics 
exacerbate the COVID-19 pandemic situations, and have no pragmatic values to epidemiological research 
nor guidance for in-hospital rates. In-patient backtracking from such systems is not statistically valid for 
international nor global epidemiological communications. Such exacerbations again, after the initial 
concealment and suppression on truth revelation [7], have disrupted the global pandemic corporations and 
harmed the global community’s right to health with decision mechanism. 

Runs on medical resources in mainland China have been contributed by the derogating 
environmental factors mostly contributed to autocracy-purposed productions. The accidents from the 
quarantine measurements and suppressions may have further contribution to the death rates to the PRC 
population, and the collective hospitalization arrangements contribute to the runs on medical resources. 
Public mental and psychological health will have more weighs in recovery from the pandemic in PRC 
than the biosecurity concerns due to torture. In the unscientific COVID-19 responses, illicit financial 
incentives are not excluded from the probabilities. The collapse on the institutional determinants of health 
started at the initial outbreak of COVID-19 regionally and globally by the politically postponed issuance 
on the global health emergency in the WHO, and the lasting impacts remain even today with the vaccines 
and quarantine measurements. Scientific methods in PRC regions need to put the environmental 
derogation factors at the front of the public health researches regardless of the SARS-CoV-2 existence. 
Such researches may correct the errors in: 1) pharmaceutical productions; 2) fundamental assumptions in 
public health research regionally; 3) accumulative effects on other virological infections; 4) nutritional 
and developmental factors in human physiology and biochemistry in public health; 5) recovery for the 
medicare professionals’ ethical standards suppressed by the mass psychological impacts; and 6) 
predictabilities for future preparedness. 

DATA AVAILABILITY STATEMENT  
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The works are conducted in a neuro-cognitive warfare background with mass 

atrocities and crimes against humanity with proliferation, electronic warfare, and etc. 

The medical administrative system of the country where the works have been 

conducted does not live up to the Declaration of Taipei, the Declaration of Geneva, 

and the environmental determinants not living up to the Declaration of Helsinki. The 

psychotherapeutic works live up to the Therapist’s Oath and Declaration of Tokyo, 

and with informed consent of the patient(s), meta-ethical principles have been 

adopted to optimize the situational conducts in fulfilling and at least not derogating 

the above-mentioned declarations, including the Declaration of Hong Kong and 

Declaration of Venice, whereby the PRC State authorities have been pushing for 

vaccinating the elder people. As an extension to the Declaration of Tokyo and the 

Declaration of Hong Kong, the contamination of outer space thermonuclear 

environment has been reported in an open access journal accessible with the DOI: 

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6618334, apart from the reports on the crime against 

humanity to the International Criminal Court and International Court of Justice. 

Research for solutions has been preliminarily conceived and has applied for funding 

for experimental trials with the preregistration DOI: https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/

KP53U. 
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